Ask me now

Bolivar blues

Bemsha swing

Blue hawk

Blue Monk

Blues five spot (Five spot blues)

Blue Sphere

Bolivar blues (Bolivar bluesare)

Bright Mississippi

Boo Boo's birthday

Brake's sake

Brilliant corners

Bye-yaa

Children's song (That old man)

Coming on the Hudson

Consecutive seconds

Crepescule with Nellie

Criss cross

Epistrophy

Eronel

Evidence (Justice)

52nd Street theme

Five spot blues (Blues five spot)

Four in one

Friday the 13th

Functional

Gallops gallop

Green chimneys

Hickensack (Rifftide, etc)

Hornin' in

Humph

I mean you

Introspection

In walked Bud

Jackie-ing

Japanese folk song (Koh-joh no tsuki)

Justice

Koh-joh no tsuki (Japanese folk song)

Let's call this

Let's cool one

Light blue